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Worse Than MurderA Food Truck Mystery
This truck-shaped, lift-the-flap board book combines food with things that go for a novelty that has more than gears under the hood. Go on a culinary adventure with this exciting new lift-the-flap book that serves as an amuse-bouche introduction to different types of food from around the world. From the standard burger and taco truck to
Japanese, Italian, Indian, and Chinese (with a health food and ice cream, too), this parking lot is filled with good eats for readers to find under every flap. With inviting truck characters on each page, little ones will love flipping through the visual menus hidden in each spread as they learn more about food…and about trucks—two things that
go, go, go great together to make a well-balanced book.
The national bestselling author of Fry Another Day serves up a third helping in the Biscuit Bowl Food Truck Mystery series... It's Mardi Gras in Mobile, Alabama, and food truck chef Zoe Chase is driven to distraction attending high-society soirees, feeding the partying masses, and getting the skinny on a Fat Tuesday murder... Two weeks of
carnival celebrations has got Zoe running ragged. By day, she charms hungry tourists with authentic Southern cuisine. At night, she accompanies her father to one masquerade ball after another, hobnobbing with the high rollers of the secret cabal known as the Mistics of Time. But the fun turns frightening when Zoe stumbles across
"Death's" dead body. Journalist Jordan Phillips attended the Mistics' latest bash in a traditional Death costume, and received a fatal bullet wound for the privilege. With more than three hundred masked suspects determined to remain anonymous, and the police covering up the facts behind the murder of the investigative reporter, Zoe
realizes the Mistics have some serious secrets to hide...
When Antonio's mobile pizza kitchen starts poaching Felicia's customers, she's less than pleased. But then a rash of vandalism culminates in the rival food truck going up with a bang, and her cook, Arnie, has some explaining to do. It's up to Felicia to find the real perpetrator before Arnie is charged with the crime.
When Felicia's food truck is held up by a masked robber, it's up to Felicia to find the real culprit before the wrong man is convicted of the crime.
Gator Bowl
Worse Than Murder
Food Truck Business
Food Trucks!
Murder on Wheels
150 Recipes and Ramblings from America's Best Restaurants on Wheels
Dragons Love Tacos meets Goodnight, Goodnight, Construction Site in this irresistibly kid-friendly read-aloud about a little taco truck that is having trouble finding a place to park. Little Taco Truck serves up tasty treats to the hungry workers on Union Street . . . until one day, Miss Falafel shows up with her baked pita
bread and crunchy chickpea fritters--and parks in his space. The next day, Miss Falafel is there again, and this time she's brought Gumbo Jumbo and Annie Arepas with her. Little Taco Truck's headlights dim. What if people like Gumbo Jumbo's spicy stew and Annie Arepas's warm cornbread cakes more than they like his
tacos? When more trucks arrive the following day and there's no space left for Little Taco Truck, he swishes his wipers to hide his tears and heads home. At last, with some ingenuity and help from new friends, Little Taco Truck wins back his coveted parking spot. And guess what? There is room enough for everyone!
Packed with flavor and savory smells, this irresistible read-aloud about friendship and determination is perfect for even the youngest truck and taco fans.
From the national bestselling author of the Sweet Pepper Fire Brigade Mysteries comes a tasty prequel novella to J.J. Cook’s new series featuring Zoe Chase, a Southern food truck chef who serves justice on the side. After quitting her job, the first thing Zoe Chase has to do is to drive out to the swamp to see her Uncle
Saul. He still has the old Airstream trailer he once used for his own restaurant many years before, and Zoe is sure she can convince him to let her make a food truck out of it. After making the perilous journey from Mobile, Alabama into the backcountry, Zoe finds her uncle embroiled in a cook-off with his neighbor—with
the life of Saul’s albino alligator, Alabaster, in the balance. Once again, the gator has eaten chickens that didn’t belong to her. So Saul and his neighbor will each prepare a meal for a church social, and if Saul wins, the gator lives. Now it’s up to Zoe to prove herself in the kitchen and come up with something no one has
seen before—the biscuit bowl! Praise for Death on Eat Street “Fast, fun and so foodworthy!”—Victoria Abbott, author of the Book Collector mysteries “An eclectic cast of characters and a great new cozy heroine.”—Deb’s Book Bag “A fantastic new culinary cozy…a feisty, determined protagonist.”—Melissa’s Mochas,
Mysteries and Meows INCLUDES RECIPES INCLUDES A TEASER FOR THE NEXT BICUIT BOWL FOOD TRUCK MYSTERY FRY ANOTHER DAY J. J. Cook is a pseudonym for a married couple who writes mysteries, mostly set in the South, with a touch of paranormal and romance.
When Antonio's mobile pizza kitchen starts poaching Felicia's customers, she's less than pleased. But then a rash of vandalism culminates in the rival food truck going up with a bang, and her cook, Arnie, has some explaining to do. It's up to Felicia to find the real perpetrator before Arnie is charged with the crime. The
Felicia's Food Truck One Hour Mysteries: Fit to be French Fried Hamburger Heist Pizza Pie Puzzler Hot Dog Horrors
Time for lunch! What's on the menu at Frankie's? Find out in this lift-the-flap board book based on a best-selling children's game. Frankie's Food Truck serves a different shape of food every day. On Mondays, Frankie serves squares. What kinds of foods are shaped like a square? Lift the flaps to unveil all sorts of tasty
treats, learning about shapes and days of the week as you go. From a square piece of toast to a slice of watermelon in the shape of a triangle, readers are invited to see how many shapes and foods they can find on each spread.
“Coffee-lovers, this book is for you…I foresee many enjoyable Ground Rules mysteries to come.” —Criminal Element Master barista Sage Caplin is opening a new coffee cart in Portland, Oregon, but a killer is brewing up a world of trouble. . . . Portland is famous for its rain, hipsters, craft beers . . . and coffee. Sage
Caplin has high hopes for her coffee cart, Ground Rules, which she runs with her business partner, Harley—a genius at roasting beans and devising new blends. That’s essential in a city where locals have intensely strong opinions about cappuccino versus macchiato—especially in the case of one of Sage’s very first
customers. . . . Sage finds the man’s body in front of her cart, a fatal slash across his neck. There’s been plenty of anger in the air, from longtime vendors annoyed at Ground Rules taking a coveted spot in the food truck lot, to protesters demonstrating against a new high-rise. But who was mad enough to commit
murder? Sage is already fending off trouble in the form of her estranged, con-artist mother, who’s trying to trickle back into her life. But when Sage’s very own box cutter is discovered to be the murder weapon, she needs to focus on finding the killer fast—before her business, and her life, come to a bitter end. . . .
“Lively characters help propel the intricate plot. Cozy fans will hope to see a lot more of Sage and friends.” —Publishers Weekly
Food Festival and a Funeral
Crazy Food Truck, Vol. 1
Death on Eat Street
Food Truck Fest!
A Pink Cupcake Mystery Book 1
Sweets and a Stabbing
Food Truck Business Guide for Beginners If you are seeking out a way to break into the food industry, a food truck gives a decrease cost alternative to a traditional restaurant. Like a traditional brick and mortar restaurant, location, menu, and advertising are all imperative components of a successful food truck enterprise. whilst it is probably tempting to park your meals truck anyplace there's a crowd, it's
important to check nearby allows and zoning laws first. while inside the beyond food vans were associated with simple fare-like sandwiches or burgers, these days's food truck menus have exploded in range, presenting the whole thing from gourmet cupcakes to wood fired pizza. meals vehicles have revolutionized advertising, taking advantage of social media sites which includes fb, Twitter, and Instagram to
attain customers in new and modern approaches, even as also constructing logo consciousness. Food vehicles Are All about location One in every of the largest benefits a food truck has over a traditional eating place is that it brings the food to the customers. however, due to restrictions and licensing, a meals truck cannot just installation store anywhere there are crowds of humans. maximum towns and
towns require that any food truck seller practice for unique licenses and lets in. it's why it's crucial to first discover if a place lets in food vans. from time to time the quantity of allows allowed in one vicinity is capped, inflicting a long ready period for food truck proprietors. Food vehicles cross past Sandwiches and Burgers Today's restaurant meals vehicles provide a wide range of cuisine and whilst sandwiches
are nonetheless on the menu, clients can locate extra imaginitive fare consisting of gourmet cupcakes, sushi, or wood-fired pizza. A food commercial enterprise involves numerous forms of agencies. It does now not imply a unmarried hobby. it is able to include of more than one sports. for instance, manufacturing meals merchandise as well as promoting ready-made food products is covered underneath a
meals enterprise. meals business also consists of storing, retailing, distributing, and transporting meals and meals products. A restaurant additionally comes underneath the ambit of a meals business. So, your enterprise is a food commercial enterprise if it comes below any of the subsequent categories. Eating Joint Bakery Cafe Warehouse Food Truck Candy save Grocery keep Meals products together with
a home made pickle or jam commercial enterprise Please note that this isn't an all-inclusive list. which means that more commercial enterprise sorts can form part of this listing, depending on their nature. In case you are making plans to begin a food business, you need to observe numerous regulations and policies. this is due to the fact any form of negligence in a meals enterprise can be fatal for the customer.
So, food corporations need to undergo plenty of compliance. It is crucial to understand about all the prison formalities that come with a food enterprise so that you don't run into any trouble later. however, travelling one of a kind websites and offices for obtaining information can be burdensome. To make planning to your food commercial enterprise easy, short, and hassle unfastened, offering all the information
that you want earlier than starting a meals/eating place/catering enterprise. For more information click on the BUY BUTTON Tag: food truck startup, food startup, food truck, food revolution, resturant startup, truck food, truck for food, food truck cookbook, food business idea, how to start food truck, how to food truck, mobile food business, food truck business, food truck mysteries, food truck series
ePub eBook 2nd Edition. Murder to Go. Simply Media. 10th of 37 Emma Lathen Best Sellers. Features John Putnam Thatcher, SVP of the Sloan Guaranty Trust. The hottest fast food franchise is acquiring a staid insurance company and murder intercedes. John Putnam Thatcher intercedes to save the Sloan's $12 million loan by peeling away from the emotions to get to the money issues.
Guide to Converting a Used Truck into a Profitable Mobile Food Unit From Four People That Have Done it.
Food trucks are hitting the streets from Miami to Maui but greasy reheated tacos and soggy burgers are a thing of the past. Today's mobile eateries have foodies flocking for gourmet bacon jam burgers, delicious Parisian-style crepes, and decadent handcrafted organic ice cream cones just to name a few. A less expensive alternative to opening a brick-and-mortar restaurant, food trucks, food trailers, food
carts, and even food bicycles can be started by anyone whether you're a trained chef or an amateur baker. If you've ever dreamed of jumping on the food truck bandwagon this book will provide you with all the information necessary to get you on the road. Highlights include: * Understanding all the startup costs and sources for purchasing or leasing your kitchen on wheels; * Building a business plan that will
guide decision making and set you up for success; * Scouting locations for optimal visability and sales; * Calculating your true product costs and how to price your menu in a way that will be profitable; * Connecting with customers inexpensively by using traditional marketing tools and social media to keep them coming back for more; and * Appendices containing detailed worksheets that clearly walk you
through the financial side of the business and comprehensive lists of resources and business licensing offices broken down by state and territory.
Gordon is a gruff, middle-aged cook running a food truck in a sand-covered wasteland. When he encounters Arisa, a naked girl sleeping in the middle of nowhere, he takes on the unintended traveling companion and her unexpected appetite. Too bad she also has unexpected baggage—an armed militia hot on her tail! Fasten your seatbelts for postapocalyptic cooking and violent mayhem on this crazy food
truck road trip! -- VIZ Media
A Noodle Shop Mystery
A Pink Cupcake Mystery Book 3
The Truck Food Cookbook
Food Trucks
Hamburgers & Homicide
Pizza Pie Puzzler
***FREE for a limited time*** The Pink Cupcake Truck is here! From USA TODAY Bestselling Author Harper Lin: After a messy divorce, forty-four-year-old Amelia Harley has taken back her maiden name and decided to sell homemade cupcakes out of a food truck. With the help of her two teenage kids in picking out the name
and color of her truck (pink, of course) and using social media to help spread the word, Amelia is ready to roll in Food Truck Alley. However, a man is found stabbed to death in the dining area, and the young man from the burrito food truck next to Amelia’s is arrested. Matthew is a big, tattooed former gang member,
an obvious suspect, but Amelia believes he is innocent. Can Amelia save an innocent man? Can she make her food truck a success and make her children proud? Find out in the first novella (30,000 words) in The Pink Cupcake Mysteries. Keywords: food truck cozy mystery cozy mystery with recipes amateur sleuth small town
cozy mystery cupcake recipes cozy mystery series fun cozy quick read
The James Beard Award winner dives into the food truck scene with “recipes for all kinds of dishes you had no idea were tragically missing from your life” (Eater). It’s the best of street food: bold, delicious, surprising, over-the-top goodness to eat on the run. And the best part is now you can make it at home.
Obsessively researched by food authority John T. Edge, The Truck Food Cookbook delivers 150 recipes from America’s best restaurants on wheels, from LA and New York to the truck food scenes in Portland, Austin, Minneapolis, and more. John T. Edge shares the recipes, special tips, and techniques. And what a menu-board:
Tamarind-Glazed Fried Chicken Drummettes. Kalbi Beef Sliders. Porchetta. The lily-gilding Grilled Cheese Cheeseburger. A whole chapter’s worth of tacos—Mexican, Korean, Chinese fusion. Plus sweets, from Sweet Potato Cupcakes to an easy-to-make Cheater Soft-Serve Ice Cream. Hundreds of full-color photographs capture
the lively street food gestalt and its hip and funky aesthetic, making this both an insider’s cookbook and a document of the hottest trend in American food. “Writing with his usual panache, John T. Edge gives us great insight into the ever exploding food truck scene. Ten pages in, I was licking my lips in
anticipation of my next street taco, which I can now make at home using one of the many fine recipes in this book. Serious Eaters everywhere will devour Truck Food.” —Ed Levine, founder, Serious Eats “Despite their fleeting nature, these creations endure in a winning combination of graphic design, cross-cultural
flair and writing on one of the staples of the urban food landscape.” —Kirkus Reviews
Imagine owning a successful food truck. Smell the aroma of grilling meats, hear the cash register ringing continuously, see the smiles of happy guests eating your food. Imagine your wallet full of profits. Now, let's make it happen! I'm ready. What are you waiting for? Oh, don't know where to start? This handbook is
THE only resource you will need. Step by step guidance on what is needed to be a success as a food vendor. Lessons include where to find correct legal information for your state, what questions to ask health department officials. How to source and price your menu for maximum profits. Where to find equipment, who to
partner with for success. Dozens of location ideas, with tips on how to increase your sales and profits at a daily setup. Learn how to analyze fairs, festivals, and events for potential. Tips on how to market a food business, social media plans, 50 plus marketing ideas and another 50 social media post prompts. How to
write a business plan, why you should take credit cards and how to afford the processing fees. Catering ins and outs. What to do if you have no money or poor credit. How to handle disasters and emergencies that could negatively impact your business. What you can do to protect your food truck from theft. Lists of
helpful resources to ease your journey to becoming a profitable and successful food truck winner.This book will help you develop your plan for a great and profitable food vending business, all you must do take that first step. Then tomorrow build upon what you learned today and take the second and MORE DIFFICULT step
- sustained ACTION towards your goal.
From the national bestselling author of the Sweet Pepper Fire Brigade Mysteries comes the second in a new series featuring Zoe Chase, a Southern food truck chef who serves justice on the side. With a few loyal friends in tow—including her handsome attorney, Miguel, and her cat, Crème Brûlée—Zoe drives the Biscuit
Bowl to Charlotte, North Carolina, to enter a nationally televised food truck race. The contest features challenges across the Southeast, and with a fifty-thousand-dollar grand prize, competition isn’t just fierce—it’s killer. As everyone gears up for the first challenge, another food trucker from Zoe’s hometown is
found dead. The race rolls on, but when the body count rises, police begin to suspect Miguel. Now Zoe must race to catch the killer before her attorney needs an attorney.
TILL DEATH DO US PART Marcy Addwatter killed her husband – there’s no question about that. Shot him dead in the motel room where he was trysting with a blonde hooker. Shot the hooker, too. But where the cops might see an open-and-shut case, private eye Michael Tree –Ms. Michael Tree – sees a conspiracy. For Ms. Tree,
digging into it could mean digging her own grave... and digging up her own murdered husband's. Based on the longest-running private-eye comic book series of all time, DEADLY BELOVED brings you an all-new adventure of the legendary Ms. Tree – the groundbreaking female P.I. who put the ‘graphic’ into graphic novel...
How to Build Your Own Food Truck: Guide to Converting a Used Truck Into a Profitable Mobile Food Unit from Four People That Have Done It.
Wonton Terror
Frankie's Food Truck
A Lift-the-Flap Meal on Wheels!
Cupcake Truck Mysteries
Little Lunch Truck loves to bring Chef Nina’s food all around town. He’s especially excited to visit the construction site with all the amazing trucks, diggers, and cranes. But he’s also shy, and a little worried. Will the other trucks like him? Vehicle-loving readers will appreciate this story about acceptance and community, featuring so many TRUCKS!
Drive your food truck business to success While food trucks may not be the new kid on the block anymore, it's a segment that continues to swell—and there's still plenty of room for growth. If you have your sights set on taking your culinary prowess on the road, Running a Food Truck For Dummies, 2nd Edition helps you find your food niche, follow important rules of conducting business, outfit your moving kitchen, meet safety and sanitation requirements, and so much
more. Gone are the days of food trucks offering unappealing prepackaged meals, snacks, and coffee. In today's flourishing food service industry, they're more like restaurants on wheels, offering eager curbside patrons everything from gourmet tacos and Korean BBQ to gluten-free pastries and healthy vegan fare. Whether you're the owner or operator of an existing food truck business looking to up the ante or a chef, foodie, or gourmand interested in starting your own mobile
restaurant endeavor, Running a Food Truck For Dummies has you covered. Create a food truck business plan to set yourself up for success Stay profitable by avoiding the most common operating mistakes Harness public relations and social media to build your following Grow from one truck to multiple trucks, restaurants, or a food truck franchise Packed with the latest information on legislation and ordinances, securing loans, and marketing to the all-important Millennials,
this one-stop guide helps you cook up a well-done food truck venture in no time!
While competing for first place in San Francisco's Chocolate Festival, food-truck vendor Darcy Burnett and her Aunt Abby investigate when one of the judges is found murdered in a vat of chocolate.
Humorous culinary mystery
In the fourth in Vivien Chien's Noodle Shop delicious mystery series, Ho-Lee Noodle House is ready to take the Cleveland night market by storm—until a brand-new food venue literally explodes onto the scene. Lana Lee is all smiles when the first evening of Cleveland’s Asian Night Market kicks off the summer. The weekly festival is always good for business, packed with locals and tourists, and this year, some stiff new food-truck competition. Wonton on Wheels, run by
old friends of Lana’s parents, promises to have customers lining up for their delicately wrapped delights—until the truck blows up at evening’s end. Lana’s boyfriend, Detective Adam Trudeau, had been planning a birthday getaway for the two of them but, lo and behold, Lana must assume the role of amateur sleuth yet again. With one proprietor of Wonton on Wheels dead, it’s beginning to look more like murder and less like an unfortunate accident. And as they begin to
unwrap layers of disturbing secrets, Lana’s own family erupts into new drama. Will Lana be able to solve this crime—or has she jumped from the wok right into the fire? “Thoroughly entertaining...fun and delicious.”—RT Book Reviews
The Complete Beginner's Guide to Choose Your Lunch Wagon and Start a Profitable Mobile Food Business. Everything You Need to Know about Food Truck Costs, Financing and Marketing
An Emma Lathen Series
A Killer Sundae
Deadly Beloved
Food Truck 101
Hot Dog Horrors

A colorful, whimsical picture book about everyone's favorite kitchens-on-wheels: food trucks! Join the members of one family as they head to the Food Truck Fest! They gather their things, cross the bridge, and prepare for a fun-filled day. And as they get ready, the
workers on the food trucks get ready, too—preparing, tasting, and traveling across the bridge to join all the other kitchens-on-wheels. With delicious free samples and cuisines from around the world, it's a day of trying new things and having fun together! Alexandra
Penfold's rollicking, rhyming text and Mike Dutton's rich, dynamic illustrations make Food Truck Fest! the perfect story for kids who love things that go.
A new divorcée starts selling her delicious cupcakes from a pink food truck, to the chagrin of her ex-husband. Can she be a single mom, run a thriving business, and solve strange murders in the quirky town of Gary, Oregon? Each book includes cupcake recipes! From USA TODAY
Bestselling Author Harper Lin: When Amelia gets her pink cupcake truck a spot at the town's popular food festival, she puts herself in the middle of another murder investigation. The mayor is poisoned after trying some of the food for the cameras, and the creepy hotdog
vendor next to Amelia's truck is Detective Dan's main suspect. However, a lot of people want the mayor dead—his jilted ex-wife, his staff, the corrupt businessmen, townspeople he's screwed over... How is Amelia supposed to get to figure out the real killer AND keep her
cupcake business afloat? Find out in the 3rd book (30,000 words) in The Pink Cupcake Mysteries. Keywords: food truck cozy mystery cozy mystery with recipes amateur sleuth small town cozy mystery cupcake recipes cozy mystery series cozy mystery quick read
Revenge is only sweet when you're not the victim...When the Lakeshore police department's Christmas party turns deadly and outside investigators are brought in, cupcake baker Isabel Addington once again finds herself a suspect in a murder. Someone is either trying to frame
her or kill her, and it's not clear which.The list of people who want to silence her isn't exactly a short one.She's the primary witness in a murder trial, where the family of the accused doesn't want her to testify. Her own divorce hearing is rapidly approaching, where
her husband won't want all his secrets aired. And if that wasn't enough, her business partner's ex keeps showing up where he's least wanted, blaming everyone else for his troubles.Isabel finds herself in a game of cat and mouse with someone who seems bent on revenge. Can
she figure out who's behind it all before she loses her freedom, or worse, loses someone she loves?Poison-Spiced Cupcakes is the fifth book in Emily James' Cupcake Truck Mysteries.Cupcake recipe included!This book is a "clean" read and contains no swearing, gore, or steamy
bedroom scenes. While the series is best enjoyed in order, each book is a complete mystery on its own.
The national bestselling author of Fry Another Day serves up a third helping in the Biscuit Bowl Food Truck Mystery series… It’s Mardi Gras in Mobile, Alabama, and food truck chef Zoe Chase is driven to distraction attending high-society soirees, feeding the partying
masses, and getting the skinny on a Fat Tuesday murder… Two weeks of carnival celebrations has got Zoe running ragged. By day, she charms hungry tourists with authentic Southern cuisine. At night, she accompanies her father to one masquerade ball after another, hobnobbing
with the high rollers of the secret cabal known as the Mistics of Time. But the fun turns frightening when Zoe stumbles across “Death’s” dead body. Journalist Jordan Phillips attended the Mistics’ latest bash in a traditional Death costume, and received a fatal bullet
wound for the privilege. With more than three hundred masked suspects determined to remain anonymous, and the police covering up the facts behind the murder of the investigative reporter, Zoe realizes the Mistics have some serious secrets to hide…
Ice cream shop owner Bronwyn Crewse is in for two scoops of murder in this charming mystery from Abby Collette. Chagrin Falls, Ohio, is gorgeous in the fall, and Bronwyn Crewse, owner of Crewse Creamery, knows just how to welcome the new season. At the annual Harvest Time
Festival, residents will get a chance to enjoy hot-air balloons and hayrides, crown a new Harvest Time Festival Queen, and eat delicious frozen treats sold at Win’s freshly purchased ice cream truck. But she gets into a sprinkle of trouble when a festivalgoer is poisoned
and Win is implicated. Although the victim was a former Harvest Time Festival Queen, her once-sunny disposition had dimmed into bitterness, leaving no shortage of suspects at the festival. To clear her name before the chill of winter sets in, Win will have to investigate
and hope that her detective skills won’t “dessert” her.
Beginner to Winner: The Complete Guide to Fulfilling Your Food Truck Dream.
Goodnight Mysteries The Complete Series
A Food Truck Mystery
The Complete Guide to Starting a Food Truck, Food Cart, Or Other Mobile Food Business
Dispatches and Recipes from the Best Kitchens on Wheels [A Cookbook]
Hamburger Heist
A gourmet food truck runs smack into a killer’s appetite for murder in this small-town California cozy mystery by the New York Times bestselling author. The food truck craze has reached the charming coastal town of South Cove, California. But bookshop café owner Jill Gardner has her reservations about Kacey Austin and her gluten free dessert truck. The South Cove newcomer appears to have stolen her recipes—not to mention her man—from Jill’s best
friend Sadie. And yet, even Jill has to admire Kacey’s positive attitude. Nothing’s going to stop the spirited young woman from speeding toward her dreams…until murder stops her in her tracks. When Kacey turns up dead on the beach, suspicion immediately falls on Sadie. Could she really have been bitter enough to kill her achingly sweet rival? It’s up to Jill to clear her friends name and put the brakes on the real killer. This eBook edition includes a bonus
teaser chapter!
Goodnight Mysteries The Complete Series The Goodnight Mysteries series is the small-town mystery romance spinoff of the Matchmaker Mysteries. Goodnight…Sometimes sweet dreams end in murder. * Die Noon * Matilda Dare can’t sleep. Her insomnia is one more reason to move to the quirky small town of Goodnight, New Mexico after she inherits a house, a small newspaper, and two old dogs there. But despite the Goodnight name, Matilda still spends her
nights wide awake, and she has good reason after a reporter is murdered. With a mystery to solve, she begins to investigate the town and uncovers more suspects than she knows what to do with. Meanwhile, the hottie cowboy sheriff is doing his own investigation into Matilda, and the mysterious, handsome stranger, who just happens to live with her, is showing up in all the wrong places. As her investigation continues, danger increases, and it might end up
spelling lights out for Matilda. * A Doom with a View * Matilda Dare still can’t sleep. Since she’s arrived in Goodnight, New Mexico, she’s solved one murder and had more than one conversation with a dead woman. Obsessed with finding the woman’s killer, she has to put that on hold when her newspaper receives a mysterious, coded letter. When the author of the letter winds up dead, Matilda is thrust into a mystery that puts her new friends into danger. The
hunky Sheriff Goodnight and Matilda’s hunky roommate Boone are along for the ride in this funny action adventure that might end up spelling lights out for Matilda. * Jurassic Dark * Matilda Dare might be in a new relationship, but she’s not sure. Ever since Boone kissed her, it’s been up in the air if they’re an item or not. Either way, she can’t focus on romance for very long because one of her best friends has been accused of murder, and Matilda is
bound and determined to prove her innocence. Matilda and Boone find themselves on the trail of the real killer out in the wilds of New Mexico. But as they’re pursuing the killer, they’re being pursued as well. * Coal Miner's Daughter * Death is following Matilda, and it’s not going unnoticed in the small town of Goodnight, New Mexico. When she finds Inga Mueller, a local jewelry maker, drowned in a bucket of resin, Matilda’s reputation is sealed as the
harbinger of death. As she begins to investigate Inga’s murder, she discovers Inga’s darker, secret life with ties to Goodnight’s prominent residents. In order to find the killer, Matilda must unlock the town’s secrets, and the town isn’t happy about it. As she follows the twists and turns of a mystery with a long reach, she’s making enemies and dodging a killer who wants to shut her up. * Wuthering Frights * Matilda Dare has a ring on her finger, a thriving
business, a beautiful, historical home, two dogs, and an amazing group of friends. She should be happy. But her fiancé might be a serial killer, the sheriff’s dead wife is visiting her, and her husband has escaped from prison. All of that is throwing a wrench into Matilda’s celebrations. The FBI has left town, and the local sheriff is hiding away because he’s still in mourning over his wife, and now it’s up to Matilda to find the real serial killer, save the abducted
girls, and find her own happy ending. “Elise Sax will win your heart.”—New York Times bestselling author Jill Shalvis * “Sax will make you laugh. Her larger-than-life characters jump off the page and make crazy seem like a fun place to hang out.”—New York Times bestselling author Christie Craig * “With quirky characters reminiscent of Janet Evanovich’s Stephanie Plum series and a small-town heroine redolent of Charlaine Harris’ Sookie Stackhouse”
--RT Book Reviews “Fans of laugh-out-loud romantic suspense will enjoy this new author as she joins the ranks of Janet Evanovich, Katie MacAllister, and Jennifer Crusie.”—Booklist, on An Affair to Dismember “A lighthearted and amusing caper with a sexy side order of romance . . . Gladie is an endearing mess of a character, and the book is fast-paced and amusing, with a large cast of quirky, small-town characters.”—Kirkus Reviews, on Matchpoint *
“There’s plenty for fans to enjoy in Sax’s third Matchmaker installment, complete with energetic narration, zany humor and a mystery that’s as engaging as the details of Gladie’s love life.”—RT Book Reviews, on Love Game
While competing in a nationally televised food-truck race, Zoe Chase, a Southern food truck chef who always likes to serve a side of justice, must catch a killer who is taking out the competition one by one. By the national best-selling author of Death on Eat Street. Original.
Cupcake food truck owner Isabel Addington has plenty on her plate without adding a side of murder.She's trying to get a vendor spot in Lakeshore's completely booked summer festivals. She's navigating her new-and strange-relationship with the Cartwright/Holmes family. And she's fighting back against the fears from her past that keep trying to block her from a good future.When she finally lands a coveted spot at the annual sandcastle-building competition,
she thinks her troubles are finally behind her.Until one of the teams digs up a body right in front of Isabel's food truck. And she knows the dead man.Now to keep herself and her new friends out of danger, Isabel has to find the real killer before he or she gets away...or ruins Isabel's business and life. Dead Velvet Cake is the second book in Emily James' Cupcake Truck Mystery series.Cupcake recipe included!This book is a "clean" read and contains no
swearing, gore, or steamy bedroom scenes. While the series is best enjoyed in order, each book is a complete mystery on its own.
With food-truck fever sweeping the nation, intrepid journalist Heather Shouse launched a coast-to-coast exploration of street food. In Food Trucks, she gives readers a page-by-page compass for finding the best movable feasts in America. From decades-old pushcarts manned by tradition-towing immigrants to massive, gleaming mobile kitchens run by culinary prodigies, she identifies more than 100 chowhound pit-stops that are the very best of the best. Serving
up everything from slow-smoked barbecue ribs to escargot puffs, with virtually every corner of the globe represented in brilliant detail for authentic eats, Food Trucks presents portable and affordable detour-worthy dishes and puts to rest the notion that memorable meals can only be experienced in lofty towers of haute cuisine. The secrets behind the vibrant flavors found in Vietnamese banh mi sandwiches, Hungarian paprikash, lacy French crepes, and global
mash-ups like Mex-Korean kimchi quesadillas are delivered via more than 45 recipes, contributed by the truck chefs themselves. Behind-the-scenes profiles paint a deeper portrait of the talent behind the trend, offering insight into just what spawned the current mobile-food concept and just what kind of cook chooses the taco-truck life over the traditional brick-and-mortar restauranteur route. Vivid photography delivers tantalizing vignettes of street food life, as
it ebbs and flows with the changing demographics from city to city. Organized geographically, Food Trucks doubles as a road trip must-have, a travel companion for discovering memorable meals on minimal budgets and a snapshot of a culinary craze just waiting to be devoured.
Fit to be French Fried
The Perfect Guide to Start Food Truck Business: Recipes Idea for Food Truck (Food Truck, Food Revolution, Resturant Startup, Truck Food, Mobile Food B
A Felicia's Food Truck One Hour Mystery
Food on Wheels
Poppy's Food Truck Mysteries #1
Dead Velvet Cake: Cupcake Truck Mysteries

Launch your food truck and begin a rewarding, enjoyable business! Have you always wanted to kickstart your dream of running a fun and successful food truck business? Are you interested in learning how you can make some extra money on the side, or even create a full-time job with this incredible money-making opportunity? Or do you want to know the ins and outs
of running a food truck? Then this book is for you! Breaking down the foundations of a successful food truck business, this well-researched and comprehensive guide explores exactly how you can kickstart your new business and get it off the ground. No matter your goals - whether it's to save up for a vacation, make some extra money for yourself and your family, or
test the waters for a full-time income, Food Truck Business gives you an enlightening, up-to-date, and practical look at what it takes to run an enjoyable food truck business. Detailing the cost and financing of a food truck, the must-have essentials before setting up your business, and how you can navigate the food truck scene and give yourself the best chances of
success, you'll also uncover a down-to-earth plan designed to help you identify your goals and build a plan for long-term success. Plus, with additional tips on marketing your business, dealing with hiring employees, and creating an amazing customer experience which keeps people coming back for more, this book is your all-in-one guide to the opportunity of a
lifetime. Here's what you'll find inside: Everything You Need To Know Before Launching Your Food Truck Business Just How Much Money Can a Food Truck Make? (The Answer Might Surprise You) Practical Steps For Researching The Market, Defining Your Business Plan, and Making Long-Term Goals How To Pick Your Truck, Get Licensed, and Find The Ideal Location
12 Essential Things To Consider When Planning Your Mobile Menu The Secret To Creating an Eye-Catching Branding Design For Your Truck Ingenious Ideas To Spread The Word and Attract Customers (Plus How To Keep Them Coming Back For More) 12 Tips For Long-Term Success And So Much More! So if you're looking for a flexible, unique, and fun way to make
extra money, then this book is for you! Even if you don't want to risk quitting your job, you can make this brilliant opportunity work for you with nothing but your spare time and a bit of dedication. Food Truck Business provides you with a detailed blueprint for defining your goals, getting on the road, and turning your first profit. Scroll up and buy now to begin launching
your food truck business today!
When an unlikeable retiree passes out while walking home from Felica's food truck, everyone dismisses the incident as a simple medical emergency, but Felicia's not convinced. Someone had a hand in Mrs. Dunn's collapse, and Felicia is determined to find out who and why.
After starting a food truck specializing in deep-fried biscuit bowls, Southern-food maven Zoe Chase investigates when the owner of a competing food truck is found dead inside her rolling restaurant.
Death stalks the wealthy residents of a secluded condominium complex in the form of a sly killer who takes advantage of an avalanche to pick off the trapped residents one by one.
Old rivalries heat up in the fourth Sweet Pepper Fire Brigade mystery from the national bestselling author of In Hot Water. Fire chief Stella Griffin has been put in charge of judging the annual recipe contest, but Eric—her resident ghost and true culinary genius—has vanished. Before she can track down his latest haunt, she’s called in to investigate a local moonshine
distillery that was set ablaze, making her realize there’s more than pies and cakes cooking in Sweet Pepper. As rumors of a revived whiskey war ignite, Stella turns to the town’s elders to help her find answers. The past might have some clues as to what has sparked the present fires. But when following a lead lands her in buried rubble, Stella realizes she must
extinguish this case fast or she might be going down in flames.
Fat Tuesday Fricassee
Fresh Brewed Murder
Death of a Chocolate Cheater
Running a Food Truck For Dummies
Dead Giveaway
Little Lunch Truck
Bluebonnet Trails Bike Race is coming up and Poppy is laser-focused on getting her food truck ready for the crowds. Her tireless assistant, Kim, is there every step of the way—creating recipes, sourcing ingredients, and spending hot Texas days in what amounts to a large metal box—until a wrong step sends her to the hospital with a broken leg. Afraid she is going to miss out on the race
crowds, Poppy quickly hires a temporary assistant. Everything is back on track until her new help stumbles out of the food truck, a kitchen knife plunged in her gut. She manages to utter one word before passing—“Poppy.” Now Poppy is again without an assistant, and people aren’t exactly lining up to help, considering previous help ended up in the hospital and morgue, respectively. Oh,
and there is the little problem that half the town now believes she is a murderer. Fans of Aurora Teagarden will love this spunky, young sleuth. Poppy’s Food Truck Mysteries do not contain graphic violence, gore, strong language, or cliffhangers. Bonus content includes a recipe for Poppy’s Lone Star Burger with Pecan-Cilantro Pesto and Crunchy Southwestern Relish.
Sweet Pepper Hero
Little Taco Truck
Fry Another Day
Poison-Spiced Cupcakes
Murder to Go
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